TYPHOID: AN UNNECESSARY EVIL
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)F tuberculosis is the most
imperative problem in
public health, typhoid
fever is the simplest and
the least excusable. Reckoned by mortality it is not
one of the highly important infections. Usually, it will be found far
down on the list of " causes of death." Nevertheless there are few diseases that lay a
heavier burden upon our American communities. Not only is it a long, tedious, and
grave illness, often leaving in its wake lifelong disabilities, but it is also one of the most
expensive of ailments. The average city of
100,000 inhabitants wastes, perhaps, half a
million dollars a year on the luxury of having it, and probably a hundred thousand
dollars more in efforts to avoid it. That
amount of money properly spent would practically eradicate the disease. We have seen
it done in the principal European cities ; yet
with the unprogressiveness in matters of public health which so strangely contrasts with
the forwarding American spirit, our cities
have continued to poison themselves and
each other.
I once heard a distinguished sanitarian
say : " Give me a few million dollars and the
power to enforce the laws, and I'll make any
city in the world typhoid-proof."
Pure water and the equipment to keep it
pure was his scheme. It is so simple, so
saving of grief, pain, and even of cash, that
one wonders why civilization continues to
permit a disease that ought to be as nearly
obsolete as its distant cousin, typhus.
All typhoid is traceable to polluted water.
If, for a year, the world were to stop drinking dilute sewage, typhoid fever would vanish
from our vital statistics. Nine-tenths of all
infection comes direct from bad water; the
other tenth would disappear if the principal
cause were eliminated. Infected cities—-and
nearly all of our large cities are constantly
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infected — get the disease in one of two
ways., They drink water polluted either by
themselves or by others. Lake communities drink their own offscourings. Cleveland and Chicago do this. Residents of
river municipalities welcome to their warm
and hospitable interiors the germs which
come down stream to them from diseased
cities or rural districts directly infected,
above, and having poisoned themselves
therewith, pass them on to the waiting settlements further along the current. Pittsburg, Washington, and Philadelphia are
notable in this large and growing class.

Pittsburg, Home of Typhoid
First place is easily Pittsburg's. It regularly delivers over more of its citizens to
the avid typhoid germ per capita than any
other city in the United States, though
some aspiring receptacle for bacilli, like
Wheeling, W. Va., may take advantage of
local conditions and wrest the banner from
Pittsburg for some particular year. Since
1900 Pittsburg's typhoid death-rate per
100,000 inhabitants has varied between 124
and 144. By way of comparison, let us
consider a foreign city of about the same
size, obtaining its water under the same
conditions. Dresden, drawing water from the
dirty Elbe, has a typhoid death-rate of 4
per 100,000. This contrast is worth consideration : Dresden 4 per 100,000; Pittsburg
124-144 per 100,000. Thus it appears that
Pittsburg wastes only from thirty-one to
thirty-six times as many lives as need be
given to the "modern Minotaur," as Osier
terms this disease.
Whence the disparity ? Easily answered.
The German city being situated on a huge
natural sewer, purifies the water it draws
from that sewer; the American city, similarly situated, gulps down the sewage just as
it comes. Pittsburg draws its water supply
from two sources of equal contamination ;
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the Alleghany and the Monongahela Rivers.
Typhoid is always present on both thickly
populated watersheds. Pittsburg receives
this water through intakes above the city,
and distributes it, unpurified, with all
its bacilli in good working order. There
is a pleasant theory widely and warmly endorsed by various boards of health that
" running water purifies itself in seven miles "
or ten miles, or fifteen miles, or a comfortable
number of miles less than the nearest source
of contamination up-stream from the particular board which furnishes the figures.
This I shall take up later. At present I mention it only because I encountered its familiar accents so often in Pittsburg. In fourteen
years typhoid fever has claimed 6,000 victims in the city, practically all traceable
directly to the water supply. Still, this
theory of purification by running water
must be a comfort to the survivors; otherwise they wouldn't cling to it so fervently.
Sometimes they don't even have t6 import their infection there. An investigating
visitor to Pittsburg was once taken by a
minor official down to the Alleghany to locate the old intake just then being used
because the -main intake was out of order.
It was between two populous portions of
Pittsburg and Alleghany. Near it a large
sewer was discharging. The sewer drained
the West Pennsylvania Hospital. There
were then twenty-seven cases of typhoid in
the hospital, and several more under suspicion. It was no great shock to the visitor
to discover later, that the district supplied
by the intake had profited by the free distribution of bacilli to the extent of a twentyfive per cent rise in its typhoid rate for the
succeeding month.
The disease, locally, runs parallel to industrial prosperity or depression ; when business is good, typhoid rates boom; when
business is poor, the figures dwindle. The
explanation is simple : all new-comers to
Pittsburg get typhoid. It's as much a
matter of course as a child's having the
measles. Therefore, influx of population,
which follows a wave of industrial prosperity, is invariably reflected in the health
records.

safeguard is illustrated by the following
incident. A physician found a sudden outbreak of typhoid in a residence district where
the rate had been low. Nearly all his patients declared that they religiously eschewed the municipality's water. Most of them
were buying their supply from a local dealer.
To the dealer went the physician.
"Where do you get this water you sell ?"
"Right on my own premises. It's a
spring."
He took the doctor to his house, which was
in a district where there had been and still
was a great deal of typhoid, and pointed out
a bubbling outpour from his cellar.
"There you are," he said triumphantly.
"Clear and pure as crystal."
"Yes; it looks all right," said the other.
"I'll take some."
He applied the bacteriological test to his
sample. It was alive with bacilli. That
dealer was selling bottled typhoid. Investigation showed that the water had seeped
through from a break in an adjacent sewer.
In the process it had been filtered just
enough to make it look and taste all right
without eliminating any of its poisonous
qualities. The dealer refused to wall up the
spring; but when the sewer was mended the
flow ceased.
Some day Pittsburg will have good water.
It is spending seven millions and a half on
a filtration plant that ought to have been
completed this spring, and will probably be
finished in 1908, now that the work is proceeding under adequate management. Had the
present controlling board been in power
since the inception of the project in 1896,
the plant might well have been completed in
half the time. But there were many delays ;
a political upheaval unsettled all municipal
administration, and every important question of public policy became a battle-ground
of faction ; the estimated cost of the work
was regarded as excessive, and an association
of tax-payers procured an injunction stopping the work until adequate funds had been
specifically provided. Then came a period of
inaction, while victims died at the rate of 500
a year, and while, allowing 4,000 recovered
cases a year, the Pittsburgers were paying
out at a moderate estimate, $2,000,000 per
Bottled Fever For Sale
annum for the luxury of having typhoid.
The old resident is pretty likely to be im- The 17,500,000 investment will probably be
mune. As a rule he drinks bottled water, one of the most effective money-saving dehowever, perhaps from motives cf clean- vices ever put into operation. But you can't
liness.
That this is not an absolute convince the average Pittsburger to-day that
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he isn't being woefully oppressed with a
needless tax.*

A Triumph of Filtration
What guarantee is there that filtration of
Pittsburg water will save Hves and suffering ? One need look no further than Philadelphia for the answer. Two rivers supply
the city with water, the Delaware and the
Schuylkill. Five pumping stations in the
Schuylkill dehver into Philadelphia reservoirs the drainage of a forty-mile stretch of
territory of almost continuous cities, towns,
and villages interestingly diversified by frequent slaughter-houses, tanneries and other
forms of industry which enrich the stream
with their waste. Few known natural hquids can compare with Schuylkill River
water as a fertilizing agency. The Delaware's current is a much weaker solution
when it reaches Philadelphia, but the great
city pours an enormous mass of sewage into
it, and it often happens that the backwater
pushes this up into the intakes. Then (not
to put too fine a point upon it) the Quaker
City drinks at its dinner-tables the water in
which it took its morning bath.
For many years Philadelphia swallowed
drainage, and accepted its typhoid rate as
inevitable. Then it woke up and set about
building a huge filtration plant. With the
ingenious and persistent jobbery which has
increased the cost of that project to something hke thirty per cent more than it
should be, 1 have no concern here; better
have it "jobbed" than not have it at all.
When the first department of the filtration
plant was put into operation, it furnished a
district of 46,000 population in West Philadelphia. Out of the first twenty-four weeks
(beginning June 10,1904), there werethirteen
weeks in which not a single case of typhoid
was reported from the filtration area. In
the same twenty-four weeks, the rest of West
Philadelphia (population 100,000) reported
from two to twenty cases per week. October is reckoned a "typhoid month" in Philadelphia. Last October three hundred and
twenty-five cases were reported in the city
at large, not one of which came from the
district supplied with filtered water.
More definite still is the case of Lawrence,
Mass., which for many years enjoyed the
* It must not be inferred that the ordinary house-filter will
protect against typhoid bacilli. Municipal filtration is an
elaborate process which not only cleanses the water of dirt, but
also eradicates, by a method too complex for explanation here,
practically all bacterial life.
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benefit of all the scourings of Concord, Manchester, Nashua, Fitchburg, Lowell, and
other settlements aggregating upward of a
quarter of a million people. It was all right,
said the experts, water purifies itself; and
by the time the Merrimac River had traveled from the Lowell sewers to the Lawrence
intake (a distance of nine miles) all the bacilli had dropped out, or died, or settled on the
shores — anyway, they had ceased to become a danger, said the learned. Some
pernicious person with a low-minded disregard for theories, unearthed an uncomfortable parallel between typhoid in Lowell
and typhoid in Lawrence. It appeared, as
if in despite of the theorists, that whenever
the up-stream city developed a great deal of
typhoid (contributed, probably, by cities
still further above) the lower town slavishly
followed with a corresponding increase. In
1890, when Lowell's death-rate was 170 per
100,000, Lawrence's swelled to 134. The
next year the up-stream city dropped to
about 100, and the down current settlement
went to 119; while in '92 another slight reduction above resulted in a drop to 106
below. By this time Lawrence had got tir^d
of Lowell's typhoid, even though the supply
was diminishing. It put in a filtration plant
in '93. In the first year the rate dropped
to 48, and has been going down ever since,
Lawrence's experience seems to have converted Lowell, for in 1896 the feed gate
from the Merrimac River was closed "we
trust forever," the Health Department
feelingly writes, and a driven-well supply
substituted for the Concord-ManchesterNashua sewer extract. Perhaps it costs a
little more, but the seventy-five per cent
reduction in typhoid much more than makes
up the expense.

Some Disease-Drinking Cities
One more instance out of scores that might
be cited of the self-purification of water
theory gone wrong. In August, 1904, Mt.
Savage, Md., had an epidemic of one hundred cases of typhoid. Drainage from this
settlement finds its way into the Potomac,
about a hundred miles above the intake
which supplies the city of Washington with
drinking water and typhoid infection. The
District of Columbia Board of Health has no
illusions about purification on the part of the
Potomac; experience has taught it others
wise. It sent out special appeals to boil all
drinking water. Undoubtedly the appeals
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had some effect; but about the time that the
Mt. Savage typhoids became convalescent,
the records in Washington jumped from
three or four a day to twenty and twentytwo a day, and the figures remained up until
that little transmitted epidemic had run its
course. The health authorities have succeeded in getting all public schools to boil
the drinking water, and have used all their
powers of persuasion on the general public.
In this they have been consistently opposed
by one of the leading newspapers of Washington, which, for some inexplicable reason,
has systematically devoted itself to the interests of high mortality, by editorial derision of this safeguard. However, the nation's capital will soon have its filtration
plant in working order. Then the Board of
Health, which is hampered by congressional
indifference and lack of appropriation, can
turn its attention to the infection-breeding
outhouses of the negro quarters, which make
the most outwardly beautiful of American
municipalities one of the foulest beneath the
surface.
Much the same story of water-poisoning
could be told of other cities showing various
death-rates: Louisville and Cincinnati,
which take their water unfiltered from the
foul Ohio; Baltimore, which drinks whatever comes to it from a local watershed ; Troy
which is content with Hudson River water;
Indianapolis, which permits a private water
company to befoul its supply with sewage
from the unappetizing White River; Kansas
City, which claims to have a low typhoidrate although its water supply is direct from
the dirty Missouri; Minneapolis and St.
Louis, whose intakes suck down the sewage
of the Mississippi; New Orleans, which used
to drink Mississippi water but now prefers
(and wisely, as choosing the lesser of two
evils), the scourings of its own roofs, drawn
from private cisterns, unfiltered and unpurified; Grand Rapids, which varies between
a drainage-polluted supply from the Grand
River, and a vault-contaminated supply
from private wells ; and many other filthconsuming centers of population
St. Louis now has an interesting suit
against Chicago for pollution of the water.
Chicago, having tired of draining into Lake
Michigan whence its water supply comes, now
sewers into the great drainage canal which
joins the Mississippi River above St. Louis.
St. Louis's claim is that enough bacilli survive
the trip of some 350 miles to poison its water.
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Of course, it backs this up with figures,
showing a marked increase in typhoid since
the use of the canal. The method used in
this estimate is interesting as showing how
elastic typhoid statistics are. When preparations for the suit were being made, the St.
Louis Board of Health sent out a communication to the local physicians, to the effect that
many cases of typhoid were being reported
as malarial fever, and urging special care in
this respect. Hitherto the board had been
only too willing to accept malarial fever reports ; they wanted a low typhoid-rate, "for
the good repute of the city." Now they
wanted a high one, and they got it. Malaria dropped off, and typhoid went up
twenty-five per cent. The suit will cost both
cities millions of dollars before it is over;
but however it comes out, the whole country
will profit by it if the principle is established
that no city has the right to poison the watersupply of its neighbors.

Cleveland — a City Poisoning Itself
To prevent a city from poisoning itself will
be, perhaps, more difficult. Cleveland has
this habit. Lake Erie is its natural drinking
trough. But Lake Erie is a shallow lake
with considerable current, which drains a
large and pretty well populated territory.
Moreover, Cleveland itself pollutes the water, both directly and through the Cuyahoga
River. Part of the city is not sewered at all.
The accumulated refuse from this area is
dumped into the lake. By the terms of the
contract, no dumping is permitted nearer
than ten miles from the city. Early in 1903
there was a marked rise in fever records.
Contamination of the water was reported
from the tests. Accustomed to the scourge
of this disease the city authorities were content to do nothing more than warn people
against drinking unboiled water, but fortunately the local "sensational" newspaper
became interested. By the way, "yellow
journalism" so-called is to-day the greatest
non-professional force we have toward better
health conditions in our cities, a statement
which, 1 believe, most health officials will
confirm. The Cleveland Press chartered a
tug to follow the dumping contractor's
scows. On April 23d, scows were discovered discharging night-soil four miles within
the limit, and five hundred feet from the
shore line. About four hundred cases of
typhoid were then in progress. Taking this as
a test case, an investigation was instituted
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at which testimony was given by the tug be built for $5,000,000, probably. Health
crews that the scows often dumped with- Officer Friedrich has been an ardent advoin a mile of the city. This, of course, to cate of this project; but Cleveland isn't
save coal and time. In a spasm of right- going to build any filter plant at present.
eous wrath the authorities punished that con- It has another scheme on hand, an intertractor — by taking away his contract. cepting sewer, which has taken ten years to
Possibly it was all that could be done ; but build already, will take two or three years
if he had exploded a dynamite bomb on the more and will have cost 113,000,000
most crowded corner in the city he would if something doesn't occur to make it
have killed fewer people than by his secret cost | i 5,000,000. Its object is to provide
the towns further down the coast with the
distribution of poisonous filth.
In sanitary matters, Cleveland presents a sewage which now drifts back upon Clevespectacle of general incompetency. Health land, and which will continue to drift back
Officer Friedrich, is a hard-working, con- with occasional favoring conditions of wind
scientious, and discouraged man. With and water. Also the pumping station will be
the best of purposes, he seems unable moved, from time to time, out farther into
to get anything done against the official the lake, until the authorities become conand public inertia that surrounds him. It vinced (they have already had adequate
is not his fault that his board produces proof) that the area of pollution will spread
vital statistics which nobody believes. He almost as fast as they can move their intake.
can't get even typhoid reports, and ty- Finally they will build a filter.
phoid is locally regarded as the most
Meantime the city drinks its own sewage,
important consideration in the roster of in spite of discouragements from the health
diseases. When I last visited Cleveland, authorities. Not always discouragements,
1 called on four physicians who had been either ; occasionally someone puts in a word
recommended to me as specialists on this on the other side. Dr. R. M. Rosenwasser,
subject. To them I put this test question : who was president pro tern of the health;
"Do the health regulations require phy- board at a time last year when typhoid was
unusually prevalent, said in open meeting :
sicians to report typhoid?"
Three of the four didn't know ; the fourth
" I guess the water I've been using right
wasn't certain without looking it up. For along is the best of all, the lake water, direct
their benefit I will answer the question. from the t a p . "
The regulations do so require. FurtherIn view of conditions at that time, his
more a penalty is provided for failure to re- statement fairly parallels the Washington
port. But I do not think they are in any newspaper's sneers against boiling the drinkdanger of incurring the penalty. Disregard ing supply of the schools, as an incentive
of the law is too common in the profession. to public infection.
Even in fatal cases there is a great deal of
For a contrast to its suicidal conservamisreporting. Owing to the long-continued tism, Cleveland need look no further than a
prevalence, typhoid is an unpopular disease few miles, where its neighbor, the enlightin Cleveland; it is regarded as a slur upon ened httle town of Lorain, stands at
the city. Therefore, upon the reports will the mouth of the Black River. In 1895,
be found deaths from "enteric fever" (the Lorain had a higher typhoid death-rate than
British name for typhoid) "typhus abdomi- Cleveland has ever admitted ; 121 per 100,nalis (the German pseudonym) and "ty- 000. In 1897 it put in a filter plant and rephoid pneumonia," or "pneumo-typhoid" duced its rate to 24. It has been low ever
(favorite American aliases). A large per- since, and in one recent " epidemic " when
centage of fatal "malaria" cases really be- in two months Cleveland had 764 cases
long in the typhoid list. Physicians in the reported (probably 1,500 actual cases),
neighboring cities are inclined to reckon Lorain's column was clean.
Cleveland's .typhoid death-rate as from
Chicago's Costly Lessons
twenty-five to thirty-three per cent, short of
the facts.
Of Chicago, one may say that it is at least
Table waters cost Cleveland about $300,- more advanced than Cleveland — and that
000 per year. Nobody knows how much is about all! To no city in the country, extyphoid costs the citizens : several millions, cept Pittsburg, has experience been so dear
at least. An adequate filtration plant could a teacher; and no city has profited so little
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by lessons so costly. In 1891 the death
rate from typhoid went up to 172 per
100,000, the highest known record in the history of the disease for a city of the first magnitude. The Lake Michigan water was
liquid poison, nor did it act through typhoid
alone. The percentage of intestinal troubles, as is the usual case In Chicago, went up
synchronously with the typhoid-rate. Later
one of the contributing causes for the baneful water was discovered in the public works
reports. Economy was then the watchword of the administration. By established
political principle, the first retrenchment is
always made at the expense of the public
health. In order to cover certain defects,
and also to make a good showing for the
pumping stations, the ofificials in charge
quietly used some of the abandoned water
tunnels whose intakes were only from 1,000
to 1,200 feet out from shore where the water
was simply filth in various stages of solution.
How much was saved in pumping expenses,
and how many lives this saving cost, I am
unable to say ; but it is a safe estimate that
the mere cost of the resultant illness and
death, without reckoning the economic value
of the lives lost, was a thousand-fold the
saving effected by the departmental strategy. A few years later the United States
lent the disease a helping hand in Chicago
through the government engineer officer in
charge of the river and harbor improvement
work. He permitted his contractors to dump
near the intakes. Apprised of this by a rise
in typhoid cases and bad water reports, the
health authorities proposed to enforce the
ordinance forbidding any dumping within
the sanitary jurisdiction of the city, which
had been "liberally construed" for a time.
The engineer objected to the enforcement,
and a controversy followed for several weeks
(without any let-up in typhoid, be it remarked, pending a settlement), finally resulting in the scows being discharged in a
safer locality.
Year after year, from one cause or another which befouled the lake water, Chicago continued to have epidemics. Then
came the Drainage Canal, which was
intended to divert all the city's sewage
from the lake, and carry it to the Illinois River, whence (so St. Louis claims) it
is borne down to that protesting community. All the principal sources of contamination but one are now diverted from the
lake : that one is the sewer from the northern
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district of Chicago. The intercepting sewer
built to carry this sewage into the canal
has been held up, by order of the court,
for three years. Here again, as in Pittsburg, we have typhoid by injunction. Undoubtedly it is good law — the judge who
granted the injunction is an eminent and
honored jurist. But, unfortunately, while
you can prevent people from getting good
water by injunction, you can't successfully
enjoin them from dying of bad water. Not
that Chicago is ever likely to get really pure
water from Lake Michigan. Hopeful official souls there are who expect this : but
they have grown old watching their city
scourged by the evil gods of filth. Reduction to a "respectable maximum" will satisfy their unexacting demands. Others not
so easily content will follow; and when they
shall see, from the example of other cities,
that it is cheaper and, on the whole, nicer,
to build filtration plants than to die of
unclean germs burrowing in the intestines,
Chicago will rid itself of typhoid. Not
before.
Too much weight has been given, by the
public, to epidemics of typhoid.. It is the
endemic or constantly existent phase that
levies such a terrible tribute in lives and suffering ; the form that exists in a high degree
in Pittsburg, Cleveland, Chicago, Washington, St. Louis, and Philadelphia, and in a
less degree in nearly all of the other great
cities, asserting itself with special emphasis at
certain times of high or low water. The true
epidemic is important chiefly by its lesson
in exacting exemplary damages for criminal
carelessness, and valuable because it puts
the fear of the Lord into the foolish who have
been disregarding His plainest precepts of
clean living, often to the extent of scaring
them into decent courses.

Cornell and "Ithaca Fever"
So it was in Ithaca, in 1903. For two
years the water had been so obviously unfit
to drink that the water company; a private
enterprise, was constantly in receipt of complaints from the local board, of health and
from private citizens. Its contract called
for water free from disease-producing organisms ; the state law required reasonable
guardianship of its watershed. Contract and
law seem to have been matters of equal indifl'erence to the corporation. As subsequent
testimony showed — after the tragedy was
over — the watershed which supplied the city
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was lined with pig-styes, manure piles, garbage heaps, cattle-pens, and outhouses, many
of them discharging their contents with only
a few yards flow, direct into Six Mile Creek,
or the streams that supplied it. Whoso
reads the evidence adduced at the investigation needs to have a strong stomach. For
some years intestinal diseases and "enteric
fever," also called "Ithaca fever" (another
phase of the polite fiction that we have found
in Cleveland), had been common. In the
winter of 1902-1903, the water company was
aroused to action and began work upon a
dam preparatory to installing a filtration
plant. It was just a trifle too late. Whether
from a little group of shanties back of Six
Mile Creek, which had been throwing slops
from the sick-rooms of several typhoid patients into the stream emptying close to the
intake, or from the Italiai s employed on the
dam who established their sinks within a few
yards of the bank (an illuminating instance
of the kind of protection afforded by the
water company), the fever appeared in epidemic form in the middle of January, 1903.
By the time the disease had run its course,
there were i ,380 known cases out of a population of 15,800; more than one to every
dozen inhabitants. Happily, the fever was
not of the most virulent t y p e ; only about
eight per cent of the reported cases died. But
even with that low rate the mortality reached the appalling ratio of nearly 725 per
100,000.

Early in the trouble Cornel! University
assumed a prominent part in the management of affairs. Fortunately, the water of
the campus, supplied by a separate system,
was not contaminated, though it was far from
clear; so that among those students who
used the campus water exclusively, there
were no cases. Only a small part of the
student body, however, lives on the college
grounds. The rest are scattered about the
city. The disease early appeared among
them. Therefore it was only natural that
President Schurman and the trustees of the
university should have taken an active interest. Unhappily this took the form of minimizing the peril, a policy which may well have
cost a number of lives. It is but Tair to the
university authorities to say that at this time
they utterly failed to appreciate the gravity
of the situation. While the health authorities were warning the public in terms which
seemed to the university "sensational,"
there emanated from Cornell reassuring
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statements. The attitude of the institution
was frankly, that there was no great danger.
It strove to allay the rising panic, "in the
interests of the college," just as Cleveland,
St. Louis, and other cities have kept down
their typhoid-rates "for the good of the
c i t y ; " but with this difference, that the
institution must be credited with insistence
upon the utmost precautions.
In the latter part of February, the State
Board of Health looked into the situation at
Ithaca, and its official head was closeted for
some time with President Schurman. Immediately after this conference the following
statement was given out in pamphlet form
from the president's office :
" Dr. Daniel Lewis, the State Commissioner of
Health, who is here to-day, after having studied
the situation carefully from every side, makes
the statement that the plans which are already in
operation, and which are this day being extended
by the city authorities, make it perfectly safe for
any one to return to Ithaca who so desires."
At this time there were 400 to 500 fever
cases in the city ; new cases were appearing
in large numbers every day, and jevery
weary and overworked physician in the
place knew that never had the disease
been less under control. Some misconception seems to have entered into the conference between Dr. Schurman and .Dr.
Lewis, for, as soon as the optimistic pamphlet appeared, the local board of health wired
the state commissioner, asking if he were
willing to go on record as saying that students might safely return to town. Response came promptly ; he was not. Until
certain measures should have been taken,
he would not regard it as safe. Thereupon
the pamphlet was withdrawn from circulation, and another substituted.
The Cornell Infirmary, to which many of
the students were taken, was under lay management. There seems to have been little
regard for professional opinion. One member of the Medical Faculty of Cornell
resigned from the managing committee
because "the opinions of a physician were
not worthy of the consideration of the
laymen of the committee." Another was
rebuked in writing, because he took a
member of the New York Cornell Medical Faculty to the hospital, which
seems, curiously enough, to be against the
rules. At a time when all the obtainable
aid was necessary, the Medical Faculty
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was, as far as possible, excluded from any
direction of the infirmary. The result :
Percentage of deaths to Percentage of deaths
cases among students
to cases among stutreated at the Cornell
dents treated at the
Infirmary . . . . 11.5
City Hospital . . 6.7
Conditions of overcrowding and the class
of patients considered were the same. That
nearly seventy-five per cent more cases were
lost in the Cornell institution than in the City
Hospital, may fairly be regarded as the measure of difference between efficient and inefficient management. Finally, the death-rate
of the infirmary was one and one-half per
cent higher than that of outside non-hospital
treatment. That is, putting it barely, it was
somewhat better not to go to a hospital at
all than to trust to the management of the
well-meaning trustees of the university institution.

The Pestilential "Best Citizen"
For six weeks the epidemic raged; then
subsided, though its effects were felt far
into the summer. The stricken town had
time to consider. Investigation followed.
As I have said, the testimony does not
make pleasant reading. It proved with
iterated and heaped-up evidence that the
water company was either culpably ignorant or culpably negligent of the watershed which had been entrusted to its care.
On my visit to Ithaca I asked several representative citizens what was done with the
responsible managers of the company. They
seemed surprised.
"Nothing," they said.
"Was no attempt made to call them to
account ?"
"Certainly not."
"Weren't they even indicted?"
"Indicted! Why, the very best people
in town were in that water company.* Our
leading financiers, merchants, church members, etc." (The list is a familiar one ; it's
the same kind of list that one finds owning
the disease-breeding tenements in Chicago,
New York, and Philadelphia.)
Punishment did follow the crime, however. But not the crime of poisoning the
water, the crime of honestly attempting to
let people know the truth of their peril.
A member of the faculty of Cornell University
* The Secretary and Treasurer of Cornell University was at
that time a director of the water company; several of the
university trustees had been directors up to within a short time,
and their families were still financially interested in the company.
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printed in the local paper which he owned,
the facts of the typhoid epidemic. Warned
that he was jeoparding his university interest by this course, that the policy of
the university "deprecated sensational reports tending to incite alarm," he replied
that the policy of his paper was to tell the
truth as it appeared. After the scourge had
passed, this man found himself persona non
grata with the controlling interests of the
institution. Owing to the unusual success of
his department, he was in line for a full professorship. Now he learned that as long as
he remained at the head of the department,
it would continue to be merely an assistant
professor's department. He resigned.
One of the Ithaca physicians had for years
been connected with Cornell University on
the medical side. When Cornell began its
policy of optimism at the height of the
epidemic, this physician took the other side.
Optimism seemed to him out of place under
the circumstances. He supported the policy
of the local health board. Despite warnings,
he continued to hold to his course. Toward
the end of the year his friends learned that he
need not expect a reappointment to the
university staff. To save himself humihation he resigned. Other cases might be cited
where the outspoken were penalized socially,
commercially, and even politically.
Ithaca has learned its lesson now, witness
its vote of 1,335 to 30 for municipal ownership. Cornell has its own filtration plant
which bears Carnegie's name, in agreeable
variation to the long line of libraries. 1
have given somewhat extended attention to
Ithaca, not because it is, per se, the most
typical epidemic, but because it exemplifies
most completely the unpunished criminal
carelessness which may at any time become
murderous, the peril that lies in "the best
interests" of an institution or a city when
infection is abroad, and the influence of "our
leading citizens" against anyone who dares
to oppose their harmful policies.

Fixing the Responsibility
More typical, pathologically, is the famous
Butler, Pa., scourge; perhaps as definite an
instance as can be found of the value of filtration. A private company furnishes Butler with water drawn from Connoquenessing
Creek and run through a filtration plant. As
it comes from the filters, it is good water.
Late in October, 1903, the filters stopped
for repairs, for about ten days. No warning
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was given to the city. Here the water company was in fault. In sight of the pumping
station then in use stood a house where there
were two cases of typhoid in that month.
The slops from the house were thrown into a
creek and carried down to the intake, whence
they were distributed in dilute form to Butler. Had the attending physician obeyed
the law requiring that typhoid be reported,
some precautions might have been taken.
He disregarded it, pursuant to professional
custom in Butler—and elsewhere. In November, 1,123 cases developed in nineteen
days; in December, there were i ,200 cases in
town, and the little city was paralyzed. Presently the epidemic subsided, but there are
many new gravestones to point the lesson that
where the law of man does not exact its own
penalties, the law of nature will require them
with heavy interest.
Seldom is any attempt made to hold responsible those guilty of spreading infection.
Yet, the thing has been done. Perhaps if it
were done more often, the effect would be
salutary. A recent German epidemic —
nearly 300 deaths — was caused supposedly, by unfiltered water being admitted to the service mains through a secret
pipe of the Gelsenkirchen Water Co. Failing
to prove technically that the epidemic
came from this cause, the authorities
taught the company a lesson by charging
it with adulteration of the water supply,
and mulcting it in fines aggregating more
than $25,000. A woman in Ashland, Wis.,
sued the local (private) water company for
the death of her husband by typhoid. She
proved that sewage from typhoid cases was
flushed almost directly into the company's
intake; that the city authorities had repeatedly warned the company regarding pollution of the water; and that her husband
had drunk no other water, and had been exposed to infection in no other form, for several weeks previous to his fatal illness. She
got a verdict, and the city got filtration.
Never, so far as I can learn, has there been
criminal prosecution of an individual or corporation in such a case. Yet one of the
greatest of American authorities has said:
" Wherever you find a death from typhoid,
someone ought to be hanged for murder."

Flies and Oysters as Typhoid Bearers
Rarely it happens that a marked outbreak of typhoid can be traced to some
cause other than contaminated water. Such
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an instance was brought to light by the Hull
House workers in Chicago, three years ago,
in their long, arduous, and slowly winning
fight for better conditions in the slums. In
the epidemic of the late summer cf 1902,
which doubled the rate for the same weeks
of the previous year, nearly 1-6 of the city's
mortality was accredited to the Nineteenth
Ward, in which Hull House stands. As
this ward represents only 1-36 of the population, some local cause was evidently at
work. Suspicion, naturally, was first directed to the water supply ; but the intake
which furnishes that district showed a rather
better average of potability than the rest of
the city. Direct infection was the next
point of inquiry. Two of the Hull House
workers. Miss Gernon and Miss Gertrude
Howe set about investigating the sanitary
condition of the district, visiting more than
two thousand houses. In many streets
they found that the recent heavy rainfall had
backed up the sewage, causing vaults and
closets to overflow into premises that lay below the level of the sidewalks. About fortyeight per cent of the houses complied with
the very easy and liberal sanitary requirements of the law of 1896. The remaining
fifty-two per cent represented bad plumbing,
or no plumbing at all. Eleven per cent of the
houses had unconnected vaults, which are
absolutely prohibited by law. The worst
conditions were found on premises owned by
minor politicians, and in some cases by
Chicago University, which, however, proceeded to clean up when the facts were called
to its attention. Not so the political owners : their influence seems to have been sufficient to "steer off" the health board's inspectors, and in many cases a "warning"
was followed by the report "nuisance
abated," without anything further being
done about it.
Flies carried the infection from the filth
backed up by sewage overflow or standing
in the vaults. The well-kept tenements suffered equally with the foul. In one house
scrupulous cleanliness and boiling of all
drinking water did not prevent infection
from illegal and untended vaults on the adjacent premises. Two deaths and ten cases
in that house was the price that the innocent
paid for the guilty. Nobody ever called the
landlord to account; the case is too common.
Sixteen families used a single vault on Aberdeen Street. Among them were several
light cases of typhoid. The janitor cleaned
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the vault and left part of the material standing in a narrow passage between two houses.
This was in August, month of flies. Complaints were made to the Health Department.
Nothing was done. To the garbage inspector.
Same result. To the landlord of the offending premises. He didn't consider it his business. For a week the filth stood there, visited
by the busy insect disseminators of disease.
Finally a suit was started, and the landlord
had it removed — too late. I n the two houses
between which the filth had stood, occurred
ten cases of the fever. The landlord was fined
two dollars and costs! Of course, it is impossible to prove the source of that infection ;
but is it too much to ascribe to the board of
health some degree of moral and official responsibility for the outbreak ?
Oysters are another source of occasional indirect infection. Brought direct from
the ocean bed the bivalve is not hkely to
be harmful in or out of the months containing the permissive R. But the highpriced, high-flavored article that we eat in expensive restaijrants after the theater, gets
its flavor and its price by a method calculated to make it unpopular, were the process
generally known. After being gouged from
its habitat, it is taken up the most convenient fresh-water stream and "planted," to
fatten it, preferably at the mouth of some
tributary creek. Now, in the regions where
most oysters are dug, the tributary streams
are not as pure as might be desirable. In
fact, many of them are sewers. The oyster
fattens gratefully on this sewage. He has
no more prejudice against germs than has the
average American city, and he has the advantage over the city in that he doesn't
sicken on the diet. Maybe he grows somewhat flabby; but this is offset by the increased richness of his flavor. By the time
he comes to your table he is as likely as not
to be in shape to afford a bacteriological laboratory diversion for several days. An investigator who examined some bivalves
fattened for the New York market in one of
the New Jersey rivers found not only the
colon bacilli and the typhoid bacilli, but also
the bacilli of tetanus, and of certain other
diseases that are really not fit to eat.

district. It was midsummer, and oysters were
out. The water was all right. Some detective work on the part of the doctors showed that nearly all the families affected
bought their green groceries at one or two
stores, and that these stores were supplied by
a truck-gardener on Long Island. Examination of the lettuce and celery proved them to
be reeking with colon bacilli. Down to Long
Island went one of the physicians to see the
truck-gardener. He found that enterprising agriculturist watering his plants with
liquid drawn direct from the cesspool. The
doctor questioned him :
" I ain't got time to answer questions,"
said the farmer. " My wife and two daughters is just gettin' well of typhoid fever, an'
I'm doin' the work alone."
Milk infection, with which nearly all cities
have had some experience, is becoming
rarer as the health authorities learn how to
cope with it. Philadelphia has had a number of typical bad milk outbreaks, of which
one brought under temporary suspicion the
filtered water in the district mentioned elsewhere in this article as proving the value of
filtration. Dr. Abbott of the health board
had faith in the water. He tabulated
seventy-eight cases in the ward, and found
that forty-one of these got their milk from
one dealer. This dealer's premises were
found to be well-kept and clean ; but in his
house were two cases of typhoid and across
the street, two others. Waste from the
sick-rooms was thrown into the adjacent
vaults ; the overflow from several cesspools
had leaked into the gutter, and the flies had
done the rest. The street was cleaned, the
outhouses disinfected, the premises put in
excellent sanitary condition, and the typhoidrate in the ward went into a swift and lasting
decline.
Washington is one of cities which rigidly
enforces its milk laws. The milkman who
sends an infected or adulterated supply into
Washington generally gets into trouble.
There was a case last fall, of a Maryland
dairy farmer who distributed typhoid
through a Washington milk route, by washing his cans in typhoid drainings from his
own house, getting into jail. Most cities
inflict no penalties for bad milk other than
How the Country Poisons the City
the revocation of licenses. Chicago ocFor those who don't like oysters, there are casionally halts an infected or suspected
lettuce and celery. Last year a little local supply at the city limits, and pours it out
epidemic broke out on the upper East Side upon the ground. Several of the state boards
of New York, in a fairly good residence are beginning to take an interest in dairy
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products with a benjfcial result to the public
health.
At least two considerable cities in the
United States have gone far toward wiping
out typhoid by methods that will probably
become obsolete within a few years, as
neither filters its water.
Both protect
it. These are New York and Rochester;
A pohce reporter started the movement in
New York. Jacob A. Riis, who was "covering" the Police Headquarters assignment
in the early nineties was looking over the
water reports one dull day, when his eye was
arrested by the phrase "a. trace of nitrites."
It occurred in several of the reports. Riis
was mildly interested.
"What are nitrites?" he asked the official in charge.
"Nothing that you'd understand," was
the careless reply.
Riis became a trifle more interested. He
took his question to his friend, Dr. Roger
Tracy, the statistician of the board.
"Nitrites?" said Dr. Tracy with a twinkle, "why, they're so-and-so." And he proceeded with a long and technical disquisition
on the subject.
"That's all very well," said the reporter.
" But what do they mean in our water, and
what happens when they get t h e r e ? "
"They mean that the water is polluted.
Typhoid happens — sometimes."

The Cost of Clean Drinking
Enough for Riis to work on. He took
two days off and a camera and made a trip
through the Croton watershed which supplies New York. As a result of what he discovered and pubHshed, the city authorities
went through that region like a tornado.
They condemned and tore down barns,
houses, and hotels ; they wiped out the half
of a village here, and the whole of a settlement there ; they bullied local health boards
and school boards and even railroad companies ; and when the disgusted and scandalized inhabitants sought to stay the
proceedings by appeal to the law, their
structures were pulled down about their ears
before the courts could get in motion. More
than 2,000 buildings were destroyed. Heroic
measures ; but necessary, as witness this dialogue between the New York Commissioner
of Public Works and the then President
of the Mt. Kisco health board, regarding
pollution of Branch Brook, which is part (#
the Croton system :
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"What is usually done with your garbage
and refuse?"
"Oh, it's carted away somewhere."
"Some of it is dumped into the Branch
Brook, isn't it ?"
" I shouldn't be surprised."
"Then you take no precautions against
polluting the drinking water ? "
"Good Lord! You don't suppose we
drink that water !"
"New York has to drink it."
"Oh, I guess New York is able to take care
of itself."
At another point a three-story hotel was
found draining directly into Croton Lake. It
was torn down. One of the official party
"kept t a b s " for several hours at the mouth
of a small stream which drained an unsavory
looking settlement. "What did you find?"
asked a reporter. The watcher consulted
his record :
.
"Two dead chickens, a barrel half full of
swill, and a dead cat," he said.
" I s that all?"
" It's all that's fit to print," was the reply.
Since that time New York has kept careful guard over its watershed ; but there are
still occasions when it is safer to boil the
water than to drink it raw, and there is still a
typhoid-rate of about 17. per 100,000; two
and one-half times that of Hamburg which
filters. Probably a large part of this infection, however, is from oysters and green
stuffs, or represents the folly of holidaymakers who drink from foul wells and brooks
in the suburban districts.
Rochester owns its source of drinking
water. Hemlock Lake, some thirty miles
distant. There are less than 300 inhabitants
of the region about the lake. The city has
bought up nearly all the shore, and exercises
a rigid supervision over the whole territory.
As the health officers of the city are lacking
in that finer political sense which leads so
many boards to an amiable liberality in the
matter of local infections, the milk supply
is almost uniformly good. People die of
typhoid in Rochester, the rate varying
from II to 28 per 100,000; but this is
inclusive of deaths in the hospitals, which
receive patients from a wide rural district
where typhoid is prevalent. For the time,
it would seem that both New York and
Rochester had fairly solved the typhoid
problem ; yet, sanitarians say, there may
come any day an epidemic from some unforeseen sou^rce of contamination that will be
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convincing proof of the necessity of filtration.
If foul water, filtered, assures comparative
safety, as has been shown in Lawrence and in
part of Philadelphia, water that is normally
free from infection ought, after being subjected to filtration, to guarantee immunity.

Fever's Professional Aides
Herein it is that rural typhoid is so highly
important, not so much to itself, in many
cases, as to the neighboring cities. For
typhoid differs from most other diseases in
that its trail leads from the country to the
town, as one of the first great American
sanitarians. Colonel Waring, pointed out
years ago. The rural rate is probably twice
the urban rate, and each hamlet, village and
even farm-house that drains to a watershed,
is a,peril to every city which draws its drinking supply from that watershed. Butler is a
case in point, and Ithaca, and Washington,
and a score of other places. What is the
remedy ? It lies largely with the medical
profession. In my investigation of tuberculosis, I found everywhere a prevalent disregard of the law requiring physicians to
report the disease. In typhoid this disregard might almost be termed contempt.
Except in cases of epidemic where public
and professional alarm incite to special efforts, I venture to say that reports are not
made on twenty per cent of non-fatal cases.
If every physician obeyed the law which is
now in force in many states, making typhoid a reportable disease, and if every time
typhoid was reported on a watershed the
settlement most immediately interested
would see to it that all sick-room waste was
destroyed or disinfected, we should have
fewer such tragedies as those of Plymouth
and Butler and Ithaca. Professional lawlessness, official inefficiency — these are the
nurturers of the bacillus.
Grave as the typhoid problem is in its constant phase, it is in time of war that the terrific penalty is paid. It becomes then almost
a pestilence. Our war with Spain cost us
268 lives by bullet aiid wounds, and 3,862 by
disease, almost all typhoid. To revert to the
Dresden and Pittsburg comparison : the
German city's death-rate from typhoid
per 100,000 is 4 ; the "banner" American
city's is from 124 to 144; the average typhoid mortality of our volunteer camps in
the Spanish-American war was one thousand,
jour hundred and sixty-three per 100,000!
The regiment which suffered least had a
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mortality-rate about one and one-half times
that of Pittsburg, and fifty-one times that of
Dresden ; the worst scourged regiment showed a rate more than thirty times that of Pittsburg and upwards of one thousand times that
of the German municipality. No regiment
escaped ; hardly a company was free. More
than 20,000 men in the volunteer camps had
the disease. Nor can the infection be
ascribed largely to impure water. The recent report of the army commission indicates that, contrary to the experience of our
cities, very little of the fever was contracted
direct from water; that the great bulk of it
came from unprotected sinks. The American fly killed its hundreds, where the Spanish soldier killed his one. Glorious it is to
die for one's country ; but little of that glory
is reflected upon the country which lets its
defenders die of filth, and ignorance, and
governmental laxness in matters of the simplest sanitary decency.

The Universal Responsibility
Every man is concerned, immediately or
prospectively, in typhoid fever, for every
man, sooner or later, experiences the needless suffering it inflicts, if not through himself,
then through his family, his friends, his business interests, or the taxes he pays. As a
matter of individual warning, there is little
to say. Find out where your water comes
from, and, unless the community guards
the general health by furnishing a pure
drinking supply, guard your own by boiling
the water. Don't allow open vaults or sewage accessible to flies to exist near where you
live. There's a board of health in your
town : if it is worthless, there's a law regarding nuisances that isn't. Go to your
doctor promptly, "on suspicion," if you have
any reason to suppose that you have contracted the disease. It is no ailment to parley with. If you know of a case that the attending physician has reported privately
but not to the health department, report it
yourself. He won't like that, but it will be
good for him. You pay taxes to get good
water and to have the laws enforced ; one of
the best preventives against typhoid is the
"pernicious municipal activity" which sees
that it gets what it pays for. After all, the
question as to whether your city chooses to
have typhoid fever at great expense like
Cleveland and Chicago, or to avoid it at less
expense, like Lorain and Lawrence, is largely
a matter of intelligent working citizenship.
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R A N K F O L E Y loved
horses very much ; in fact
\-< ' h i s admiration for a horse
that got his nose first past
the winning post was intense. "Winners for mine,"
he always said ; " straightlegged horses, crooked-legged, slope-shouldered, and all the rest of it, doesn't count —
they run in all shapes; winners for mine."
From this it may be gathered that Foley
was intensely practical; and he was.
As he ran his eye down the entry list for
the Tally-Ho Steeplechase, he stopped at
the name "Redleg." " A h ! here he is at
last," he said, laying the paper down, and
relapsing into thought. "Redleg in at 152
lbs., with a lot of butcher-cart horses, is
something sweet to dwell upon; if he can
jump."
Foley had tried to buy Redleg when Banfield sold his racing stable at Saratoga.
Redleg had been almost a handicap horse on
the flat, and Foley had wanted him for just
this timber-topping business. He was a big
upstanding bay, sixteen-two. As a man
had said to Foley : "Just the horse for getting
over the fences — he'll take them in his
stride. Why you could paint a landscape
under his girths." This was figurative in
the extreme, for Foley wouldn't have known
a landscape from a marine.
But what he did know after a close inspection was, that Redleg's left fore pastern,
just above the coronet, bore little round
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marks Uke a perforated tin. He had been
punch-fired for something — probably ringbone ; also the foot turned in a bit. And
there was an untraceable rumor that that
same leg had been nerved — that is, the
nerve killed to deaden the sensitive feeling
of something wrong. It was equivalent to
"the wires have been cut," and, as a result,
in course of time that foot would die all by
itself. The horse has been sold for twentyfive hundred, so Foley let him go ; here he
was in the Tally-Ho at 152, with some very
respectable work horses.
In reality some of the others entered in
the Tally-Ho were fair performers — winners over timber ; Topmast had won, so had
Flower Girl — it was just Redleg's handicap
form that caused Foley to class them now as
plebeian toilers.
As I have said, our friend was practical.
He drew the telephone on his office desk to
him and called up the training quarters at
Woodbine, and as a result, in half an hour,
Pat Haney appeared.
"Can this Redleg go through the field,
P a t ? " Foley asked.
" Is it the big bay with the pink splash on
his nose. Boss?"
"Yes, that's him."
" Say ! he can just fly the jumps."
"Whoowns h i m ? "
"You can search me. Boss; I've tried to
find out myself. He's entered as the Flanders Stable."
"Who looks after him ?"
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